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- Tokyo is convenient (subways, convenience stores, etc.).
- Service in shops is good and the people are friendly.
- The parks are nice, and there are many parks in Tokyo.
- There is a good mix of modernism and tradition.
- I like the unique Japanese culture, such as anime, 
　cosplay, TV dramas, and fashion.
- The level of restaurant cuisine is high, 
　and restaurants are inexpensive.
- One can find foods from around the world.
- There is little rich-poor gap.

- The crowded trains are even worse than I imagined.
- I do not like the crowded streets 
　(Shibuya, Shinjuku, etc.).
- Roads, apartments, and everything are small 
　and cramped.
- Rents and prices are expensive.
- Tokyo is large and it takes time to get anywhere.
- Japan is a far-away and incomprehensible country.
- They do not understand my language.

　Negative images of Tokyo
　

　Positive images of Tokyo

Summary: Tokyo Brand Power 
                – Five Attractive characteristics that are the Admiration of the World

This research report investigates what the attractive characteristics of Tokyo are from the perspective of a foreign 
citizen, and studies the issues and strategies for achieving global recognition of these attractive characteristics as the 
Tokyo Brand. The objective is to improve the attractiveness of Tokyo in order to boost its international competitiveness 
and increase the number of foreign visitors to the city.

●Japan ranks 30th in the world in terms of 

the number of foreign visitors, with a total that is just 1/9 

the number of visitors to France, by far the top ranked 
country(2010).

●The number of foreign visitors to Tokyo is less than the 
number of visitors to other major cities in Asia - Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Shanghai, and Seoul (2010).

● The economic ripple effects of tourism are large, and 
the national government is aiming to develop Japan as a 
tourism destination and achieve 18 million annual foreign 
visitors to the country in 2016.

Trends in overseas visitors to different countries (1995 - 2010)
Sources: Created based on materials from the United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) and government tourism bureaus in each country. 

Introduction   Current Conditions of Tokyo

Section 1.  Image and Attractive characteristics of Tokyo as Seen by the World

- Tokyo is a major metropolis.
- Capital of the economic superpower Japan
- Modern city
- City that never sleeps

Other images

In 2009, the Mori Memorial Foundation conducted a detailed interview survey regarding Tokyo and Tokyo liv-
ing of 15 foreign citizens living in Japan.

 What are the positive and negative images that foreign residents in Japan have of Tokyo?

Q
uestion
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Top 30 locations (percentage) for walks in the city

Top three locations in terms of satisfaction are shown in red. Bottom 
three locations are shown in blue. Figures in italics are based on fewer 
than 10 respondents.

Satisfaction with walks through 
different areas

Visitors from Asian countries were most interested in modern culture, while those from the Unit-
ed States and Europe were interested in traditional culture. 
China = Many were visiting Japan for the first time. They were interested in major sightseeing spots and shopping.
Korea = Took a severe approach to prices and ratings, and were most interested in cities.
Taiwan = Interested in hot springs, nature, and popular culture.
US/Europe = Interested in Japanese culture as an exotic atmosphere, and preferred experience-type travel.

Where do travelers visiting Tokyo go, and how satisfied are they with their experiences? 

  At Narita International Airport in 2010, the Mori Memorial Foundation conducted a survey of 1,761 foreign visitors to 
Japan, asking about the destinations visited in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area and about their levels of satisfaction. 

●60% of the travelers were from nearby East Asian countries.
●The largest number of travelers were from Korea. The majority were young individual (non-tour) travelers, and they 

visited many observation platforms, amusement parks, and urban sightseeing spots such as Harajuku and Shibuya.
●Visitors from China and Taiwan were mostly on short-term package tours with their families, and visited mostly popu-

lar tourist spots such as Senso-ji Temple and Tokyo Disneyland Resort.
●Travelers from the United States and Western Europe were mostly individual travelers who stayed for longer periods 

(average 5.9 nights for Western Europe and 4.8 nights for the United States) than visitors from East Asia, and visited 
a wide range of destinations. (40% of visitors from the United States were visiting Japan on business.)

Q
uestion

The survey found differences in the characteristics and preferences of 
travelers from different countries and regions.

Percentage = Number of persons visiting each area / 
Total number of visitors

District satisfaction

Ginza 4.39

ShinjukuEasyGate 4.21

ShinjukuKabuki-cho 4.17

Akihabara 4.21

Shibuya 4.39

Harajuku 4.28

Asakusa 4.29

ShinjukuWestGate 4.16

Odaiba 4.34

RoppongiHills 4.28

Omotesandou 4.55

IkebukuroEastGate 3.91

Tsukiji 4.59

AmeyaYokocho 3.75

IkebukuroSunshineCity 4.06

TokyoMidTown 4.31

EbisuGardenPlace 4.31

Nihonbashi 4.28

Aoyama-dori Area 4.41

OtherRoppongi 4.15

Ueno 4.21

Daikanyama 4.50

Shiodome 4.25

Marunouchi 4.31

Kappabashi-dori 4.25

Akasaka 4.21

Roygoku 3.77

Shinagawa 4.45

Shinjuku(details unknown) 4.25

Yanaka,Nedu,Sendagi 4.71
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③ Unique and distinctive culture and popular fashion

●Tokyo is the source of the latest fashion trends.
●High-quality cosmetics and beauty industry
●Extensive content industry, such as anime,which 
　generates reasons for wanting to visit Tokyo

② Delicious and healthy food culture

●Food is healthy and delicious.
●Food and nightlife culture
●Good visual presentation of food
●Chefs take great pride in their work.

① City of comfort and safety

●Considerate and thoughtful people,good hospi-
tality

●High-tech and convenient living
●Good public safety and readiness in case of 

natural disaster
●Can find enjoyment to suit any budget.
●Trust in made-in-Japan products

Multilanguage capability (Chinese, Korean, English) of information 
staff and floor guides (Venus Fort, Koto Ward)

Snapshots of Tokyo street fashion
Photos provided by:Fashionsnap.com

Changes in number of Japanese restaurants in the United States 
Source: Created based on “Trends in Japanese Restaurants in the United 
States” (Japan External Trade Organization, March 2010).

Section 2. 　Five Attractive characteristics of Tokyo

Based on the survey from Section 1, the attractive characteristics of Tokyo from the perspective of 
foreign visitors were classified into the following five categories.

Attension
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⑤ A city that combines the past with 
leading modern elements 

●Historical buildings with an exotic atmosphere
●Buildings featuring the most advanced tech-
nologies 

●Many cultural facilities such as are found only 
in a major metropolis 

●Characteristically highly varied street atmo-
spheres

④ History and traditions highlighted by highly varied seasons

Sumo, Kunisada Utakawa (c. 1860)

●Enjoy fireworks displays and river at-
tractions (boating) in a city of many 
rivers

●Beautiful Daimyo Gardens and Shio-
iri Gardens.

●Globally esteemed traditional cul-
ture, including hanami (cherry blos-
som viewing), bonsai, traditional 
crafts, ukiyoe prints, kabuki, and 
sumo wrestling

Japanese style architecture encountered in the alleys of Kagurazaka

Five Attractive Characteristics of Tokyo
　（Basis for the Tokyo Brand）

These attractive characteristics of Tokyo allow some differences from other overseas destination cities 
to be identified, and allow the formulation of a Tokyo Brand Identity which can adapt flexibly to future 
conditions.

② Delicious and healthy food culture

⑤ A city that combines the past with leading 
modern elements

③ Unique and distinctive culture and popu-
lar fashion 

① City of comfort and safety

④ History and traditions highlighted by 
highly varied seasons

Production of 
essential character 
and identity

The essential character of 
this city’s living culture includes

Consideration for other people, 
Complete dedication to every-

thing they do, 
and

Careful attention to detail.

Tokyo Brand Identity

Attension
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Issue 1: Insufficient popular enthusiasm for making Tokyo a major tourist destination
Issue 2: Lack of a clear image of Tokyo among citizens of other countries, insufficient            

overseas PR
Issue 3: Lack of a tourism infrastructure for making Tokyo a major tourist destination

Awareness related to increasing numbers of foreign tourists in Tokyo
Source: “2006 5th Internet Municipal Government Monitoring Survey” Bureau 
of Citizens and Culture, Tokyo Municipal Government

Effective promotions aimed at overseas tourists
●Strengthen PR capabilities through multimedia content and other 

means.
●Strongly promote the elements and areas where Tokyo leads the 

world.
●Create a city which can be understood easily by foreign visitors 

(multi-language services, etc.).
●Tailor promotions to the characteristics of visitors from each ma-

jor target country.

Image of the attractive characteristics of Asakusa

Strengthening the five attractive characteristics of Tokyo
●Work to strengthen the identity of each area, which will be evaluated based on the five attractive characteristics. Create a PR system, and conduct 

campaigns targeting each of these characteristics.

Section 3.　Three Issues and Strategies for Formation of a Tokyo Brand

Resolving the lack of awareness and insufficient popular enthusiasm for making 
Tokyo a major tourist destination

●It is necessary to improve the attitude, strengthen 
awareness, and shape public opinion among the To-
kyo residents themselves.

●Stronger action by the government is needed.

Further develop the attractive characteristics of Tokyo and strengthen overseas PR.

Strengthening maintenance and management of attractive 
characteristics for users
●Provide recommendations and evaluations aimed at users.
●Conduct maintenance and management of copyrights and other brand elements.

Based on Sections 1 and 2, we have identified three issues involved in the formation of a 
Tokyo Brand, and proposed strategies to address them.

Attension
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Image of Sumida River waterfront terrace (summertime pleasure decking, 
view seats)
Make it possible to set up waterfront terraces composed of temporary summer-
time pleasure decking and view seats from the second floors of buildings to the 
water’s surface. 

Improvement of lodging facilities
● Provide lodging facilities on a broad range of levels. In particular, expansion of high-class hotels and facilities to 
　support MICE is needed.

Improvement of sightseeing comfort
●Provide information about avoiding congestion. Secure open squares, parking spots, and other spaces. Improve 
　the infrastructure for sightseeing by bicycle.
Strengthening strategic resources for tourism
●Carry out urban development to create an international tourism city utilizing tourism resources such as the areas 
　around the Sumida River, the areas along Loop Road No. 2, and existing shopping districts.
●Promote, maintain, and reproduce traditional scenes to create attractive city landscapes suitable as tourist destinations.
●Develop a downtown street culture (civic activities and entertainment culture in streets, parks, and public squares) 
　in order to provide opportunities for tourists to experience Japanese culture.

Improvement of the tourism infrastructure aimed at making Tokyo  a major tourist 
destination

Concluding this Tokyo Brand Power Study: Recommendations for a Tourism Strategy

Source: Graph of JNTO data based on UIA material

waterfront terrace 
(summertime pleasure decking, view seats)

２Ｆ

Shops

Walkway
maintenance 
passage

Height of pillar: 4.5 mDock

・In order to boost Tokyo’s city competitiveness, aim to increase the number of mid- and long-term residents by increasing the number of short-
term visitors (= tourists).

・As the largest beneficiary of an increase in tourists to Japan, Tokyo should take the lead 
　in attracting overseas visitors.
・Because Japan and Tokyo are not making use of their distinctive attractive characteristics, 
　we are failing in the world of international tourism.
・Although an active approach is taken by government programs, the results are insufficient due 
　to the lack of a brand strategy and related measures.
・The Tokyo tourist target should be the premium class of tourists.
・A comprehensive brand strategy such as that used in Korea and other countries is needed.
・City development aimed at increasing the brand value is needed.
・A practical system for accommodating tourists must be constructed.
・A system must be constructed for promoting Tokyo  as a major tourism destination.

Strategy

Trends in numbers of international conferences held by country 
2001 - 2010 (top 10 cities in 2010)
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